Closed-form relations are presented for estimating ratios of the induced-drag and lift coefficients acting on a wing in ground effect to those acting on the same wing outside the influence of ground effect. The closed-form relations for these ground-effect influence ratios were developed by correlating results obtained from numerical solutions to Prandtl's liftingline theory. Results show that these influence ratios are not unique functions of the ratio of wing height to wingspan, as is sometimes suggested in the literature. These ground-effect influence ratios also depend on the wing planform, aspect ratio, and lift coefficient. (13) and (15) 
I. Introduction
ROUND effect reduces the induced drag acting on a lifting wing. For wings of arbitrary planform with no geometric or aerodynamic twist, the induced-drag coefficient D i C is proportional to the lift coefficient squared, 2 L C . Hence, a common measure of the influence of ground effect is the ratio of the induced-drag coefficient to the lift coefficient squared evaluated with the wing at some height h above the ground, 
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Several different closed-form relations for this induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio have been recommended in aeronautics textbooks, which express the influence ratio as a function of a single dimensionless variable, b h , where h is the height of the wing above the ground and b is the wingspan. 
A relation of this form was recommended in 1975 by

3.
The relation given in Eq. (2) 9 can be used to accurately predict the induced drag acting on a lifting wing. One convenient way to model an aircraft in ground effect using any potential flow algorithm is to replace the surface of the ground with an image of the aircraft, positioned and oriented as though it were reflected in the surface of the ground. Such a model is shown in Fig. 1 . By design, the flow around this aircraft combined with its mirror image is symmetric across the plane of reflection. At any point on this plane of symmetry, the downwash generated by the aircraft will be exactly offset with upwash generated by its mirror image. Thus, there can be no net flow normal to the plane of reflection, which is accordingly a stream surface for the flow. This means that potential flow about the aircraft combined with its mirror image is identical to potential flow about the aircraft combined with a flat solid surface representing the ground. Because the two flows are identical, the associated aerodynamic forces will be identical as well. The model shown in Fig. 1 was used with the numerical lifting-line method of Phillips and Snyder 9 to predict the induced drag in ground effect for several untwisted wings of elliptic, rectangular, and tapered planforms. Results from these grid-resolved numerical liftingline solutions at small aerodynamic angles of attack are presented in Fig. 2 The results presented in Fig. 2 
A comparison between Eq. (5) and the numerical lifting-line solutions is shown in Fig. 3 . h . This influence ratio is also a weak function of wing planform and an even weaker function of wing aspect ratio. When b h is less than about 0.4, the induced drag predicted from Eq. (5) for rectangular and slightly tapered wings is somewhat low, and that predicted for elliptic wings and wings with linear taper ratios near 0.4 is slightly high. A similar but more conservative relation is provided by fitting only the lifting-line solutions obtained for rectangular
Ratio of Wing Height to Wingspan
This closed-form approximation is also shown in Fig. 3 . Torenbeek 7 also recognized that the induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio is not a unique function of the single dimensionless variable b h . To correct for this fact, Torenbeek 7 suggested a minor correction to Eq. (4), which for small values of b h predicts a slight increase in the influence ratio over that predicted by Eq. (4). When this correction is included, the Torenbeek 7 relation becomes a function of the wing lift coefficient, L C , and aspect ratio, A R , as well as the dimensionless height, b h ,
Typical results predicted from Eq. (7) are compared with the small-angle numerical lifting-line solutions in Fig. 4 . Equation (7) The closed-form approximations given by Eqs. (5) and (6) provide reasonable means for estimating the induced drag when the lift coefficient is known. This is typically the case for an airplane in free flight, for which the angle of attack must take the value necessary to support the airplane's weight at a given airspeed. However, during ground roll, the angle of attack is commonly held constant by the landing gear, and because lift is also influenced by ground effect, the lift coefficient is not known a priori. Therefore, to estimate the lift and induced drag during ground roll, it would be useful to have a closed-form approximation for a lift ground-effect influence ratio, which is defined here to be the lift coefficient evaluated with the wing at some height, h, above the ground divided by the lift coefficient at the same aerodynamic angle of attack, α, evaluated with the wing outside the influence of ground effect, lift ground-effect influence ratio h . The ratio of the lift coefficient in ground effect to that out of ground effect depends significantly on the wing aspect ratio and somewhat on the wing planform. Furthermore, for heights much less than the wingspan, ground effect can increase the lift coefficient by more than 20%, and for these wings with no geometric or aerodynamic twist, the induced-drag coefficient is proportional to the lift coefficient squared. Hence, the influence of ground effect on the wing lift coefficient could increase the induced drag during ground roll by more than 40%.
Over the past 5 decades, considerable effort has been devoted to understanding and predicting the consequences of ground effect. In the present work, closed-form relations for estimating induced-drag and lift coefficients for untwisted wings in ground effect are developed by correlating results obtained from numerical solutions 9 to Prandtl's lifting-line theory, 32, 33 which produces results in good agreement with inviscid computational-fluid-dynamics solutions 34 at a small fraction of the computational cost.
II. Wings of Elliptic Planform
The reduction in induced drag caused by ground effect is a direct result of a decrease in the downwash, which is induced on the wing by the vortex sheet that is shed from the wing. For untwisted wings of elliptic planform outside the influence of ground effect, lifting-line theory provides an analytic relation for the downwash induced by this shed vortex sheet. At small angles of attack, elliptic wings with no geometric or aerodynamic twist yield the downwash distribution given by the integral equation
where y V is the y component of induced velocity,
x is the streamwise coordinate measured aft of the wing quarter chord, y is the coordinate normal to both the freestream and the wingspan measured upward from the wing quarter chord, z is the spanwise coordinate measured left from the wing midspan, ∞ V is the freestream airspeed, and A R is the wing aspect ratio. The downwash induced along the wing quarter chord is obtained from Eq. (8) by setting both x and y to zero,
Hence, lifting-line theory predicts that an untwisted elliptic wing outside the influence of ground effect produces uniform downwash along the wing quarter chord.
Because the lifting-line solution for the downwash induced along the quarter chord of an untwisted elliptic wing is so simple, some insight into the nature of ground effect and the accuracy of the numerical solutions may be gleaned by comparing the downwash distribution predicted from Eq. (9) with that predicted from numerical solutions for the same wing at the same angle of attack, both in and out of ground effect. Although a closed-form solution for the downwash distribution on an elliptic wing in ground effect does not exist, the numerical lifting-line method of Phillips and Snyder 9 can be used to predict the downwash induced on a wing of any planform, both in and out of ground effect. The results shown in Fig. 6 were obtained from this numerical lifting-line method using 400 horseshoe vortex elements across the wingspan of an untwisted elliptic wing of aspect ratio 6 outside the influence of ground effect. The results obtained from this numerical lifting-line solution agree with results predicted from Eq. (9) to four significant digits. Similar results are shown in Fig. 7 for the same wing at the same angle of attack but in ground effect with 1 . 0 = b h . Notice that ground effect does not reduce the downwash uniformly across the wingspan. The reduction in downwash between the out-of-ground-effect solution and the in-ground-effect solution is slightly less than 10% at the wingtips and slightly more than 50% at the midspan. Hence, we see that an untwisted elliptic wing does not produce an elliptic lift distribution in ground effect. Because the wing quarter-chord line must remain sufficiently above the ground to permit air to flow freely around the airfoil sections of the wing, the absolute lower limit for wing height is fixed by the airfoil thickness and geometric angle of attack, not by the wingspan. Furthermore, lifting-line theory does not produce accurate results unless the wingspan is several times larger than the geometric mean chord length. Similarly, we should not expect lifting-line theory to produce accurate results unless the wing height is several times larger than the airfoil thickness. Typical wing aspect ratios are in the range of 6 to 8 and a typical airfoil thickness is about 12% of the chord length. Hence, assuming a minimum wing height of 5 times the airfoil thickness at the geometric mean chord, the practical lower limit on b h for the application of lifting-line theory to typical wings is in the range of about 0.075 to 0.1.
Lift and induced-drag ground-effect influence ratios for untwisted elliptic wings at small aerodynamic angles of attack, as predicted from numerical lifting-line solutions for 07 . 0 > b h , are shown in Fig. 8 for a wide range of aspect ratios. In this figure, separate curves are plotted for both of these influence ratios and 9 different aspect ratios ranging from 4 to 20 in steps of 2. Notice that for the induced-drag ratio, all 9 curves are coincident to within the accuracy that could be expected from the numerical solutions. Hence, this induced-drag ratio for untwisted elliptic wings is, for all practical purposes, independent of aspect ratio. The relation in Fig. 8 showing the induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio for untwisted elliptic wings at small aerodynamic angles of attack is very closely approximated by the closed-form relation
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Similarly, the lift ground-effect influence ratio for untwisted elliptic wings at small aerodynamic angles of attack is quite well approximated using the closed-form relation
A comparison between results predicted from Eqs. (10) and (11) and results obtained from the numerical lifting-line solutions is shown in Fig. 9 . 
III. Wings with Linear Taper
As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 5, the ground-effect influence ratios for wings with linear taper do not precisely match those for wings of elliptic planform. Furthermore, these deviations depend on both the taper ratio and aspect ratio. For taper ratios near 0.3, results obtained for wings with linear taper agree closely with those for wings of elliptic planform. However, for taper ratios near 1.0, the induced-drag ratio is somewhat higher than that for elliptic wings and the lift ratio is slightly lower than that for elliptic wings.
Results obtained from numerical lifting-line solutions for the induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio for untwisted tapered wings at small aerodynamic angles of attack agree closely with the closed-form relation
where RT is the wing taper ratio. Similarly, results obtained for the lift ground-effect influence ratio for untwisted tapered wings at small aerodynamic angles of attack are quite well approximated using the closed-form relation
Comparisons between results predicted from Eqs. (12) - (15) and results obtained from the numerical lifting-line solutions are shown in Figs. 10 -12 . The tapered-wing correction coefficients, δD and δL, as given in Eqs. (13) and (15), were developed by correlating numerical lifting-line solutions for taper ratios between 0.3 and 1.0 and aspect ratios between 4 and 20. These closed-form approximations should be used with caution outside this range. 
IV. Effects of High Lift Coefficient
Strictly speaking, the ground-effect influence ratios predicted from Eqs. (10) and (11) or Eqs. (12) -(15) apply only to small aerodynamic angles of attack, i.e., small wing lift coefficients. However, the wing lift coefficient in ground effect is typically quite high. For free flight in ground effect, airspeeds typically range from about 1.1 to 1.2 times the stall speed, which usually requires wing lift coefficients near 1.0 or greater. For accelerating ground roll, the optimum lift coefficient is typically on the order of about 0.3 for a smooth paved runway, and can be as high as 1.3 for a rough runway surface such as a grass strip. Hence, for best accuracy, results predicted from Eqs. (10) and (11) or Eqs. (12) - (15) should be corrected for a high lift coefficient.
At high lift coefficients, the induced-drag ratio is somewhat higher than that predicted by Eq. (10) or Eq. (12) and the lift ratio is slightly lower than that predicted by Eq. (11) or Eq. (14) . Results obtained from numerical lifting-line solutions for the ground-effect influence ratios for untwisted wings at high aerodynamic angles of attack agree quite well with the closed-form relations 
where CL is the lift coefficient in ground effect. The coefficients δD and δL are both 1.0 for elliptic wings and can be obtained from Eqs. (13) and (15) It is easily shown from Eqs. (17) and (19) that a high wing lift coefficient has a much greater effect on the induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio than it does on the lift ground-effect influence ratio. It should also be noted from Eqs. (17) and (19) that the effects of high lift coefficient on both ground-effect influence ratios decrease with increasing wing aspect ratio. For a lift coefficient of 1.2 or less and a typical wing height in ground roll with 1 . 0 = b h or greater, βD is less than 1.1 for any wing aspect ratio greater than 9.5 and βL is less than 1.01 for any wing aspect ratio greater than 6.9.
V. Conclusions
For untwisted wings of elliptic planform operating at small lift coefficients with 07 . 0 > b h , the closed-form relation attributed to Torenbeek 7 and repeated here in Eq. (4) agrees with the lifting-line results shown in Fig. 2 to within less than 1.5%. However, when the lifting-line results shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 for untwisted elliptic, rectangular, and tapered wings to within about 14%.
During the early phases of airplane design, when the details of wing geometry are unknown, the closed-form approximation given by Eq. (5) provides a reasonable means for estimating the induced drag acting on a wing in ground effect. However, if the wing geometry is known, Eq. (16) . This closed-form approximation can be used to predict the induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio as a function of wing planform, aspect ratio, and lift coefficient, as well as the ratio of wing height to wingspan.
A method sometimes used during the early phases of design to estimate the influence of ground effect on induced drag is based on an approximation for the reduction in downwash due to ground effect at the wing midspan. This approximate midspan reduction in downwash is assumed to be constant across the entire span of the wing and the reduction in induced drag is computed accordingly. Results presented here in Figs. 6 and 7 show that the reduction in downwash due to ground effect at the wing midspan can be several times larger than that at the wingtips. Furthermore, because much of the induced drag acting on a wing is generated near the wingtips, assuming the midspan reduction in downwash to be constant across the entire wingspan will substantially under predict the induced drag in ground effect.
To evaluate the induced-drag coefficient in ground effect from knowledge of the induced-drag ground-effect influence ratio, the wing lift coefficient must be known. For an airplane in free flight, the wing lift coefficient can be determined from the airplane's weight and airspeed. However, when the angle of attack is held constant and a portion of the airplane's weight is supported by the landing gear during ground roll, the influence of ground effect on the wing lift coefficient at constant angle of attack must be considered. Equation (18) provides an accurate closed-form approximation that can be used for this purpose. Results presented here show that the lift ground-effect influence ratio predicted by Eq. (18) is a strong function of the wing aspect ratio and the ratio of wing height to wingspan, but only a weak function of the wing planform and lift coefficient.
All of the closed-form approximations given by Eqs. (10) - (19) were developed by correlating numerical lifting-line results for elliptic, rectangular, and tapered wings having no sweep, dihedral, or twist. Wing aspect ratios were limited to the range from 4 to 20 and wing taper ratios were limited to the range from 0.3 to 1.0. Only wing heights greater than 0.07 times the wingspan and wing lift coefficients of 1.2 or less were included in these correlations. The closed-form approximations presented here should be used with caution outside the range of parameters for which they were developed.
